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The anonymous channels have been the essence of
numerous protocols that include anonymous message
passing between peers. The mixnet structure is one way
to accomplish the anonymity . Since the publication of
the Chaumian mixnet, there have been many practical
implementations. There are two main approaches to
implement mixnets: the decryption (Chaumian) and the
re-encryption mixnets. In this paper we analyze four
types of mixnets, of which one decryption and three
re-encryption types. They were implemented in the Java
programing language and evaluated on several criterias
as: the number of messages, the total number of nodes,
the number of threshold nodes, and the key length of
underlying crypto system. In the results section we
compare the results from the practical tests to answer
the research question, which type of mixnets has better
features.
Keywords: mixnets, decryption, re-encryption, e-voting,
algorithms, performance, ElGamal, threshold, dealer

The term “anonymous channels” was named by
practicioners to underline that the sent message
cannot be related back to the sender. Because
of the mentioned vulnerability of computer networks another approach needs to be taken in
order to achieve the anonymity of passing messages. One of the common implementation of
anonymous channel are mixnets. Mixnet is a
set of nodes that are included in the anonymous channel implementation Figure 1. When
a sender wants to pass a message, he/she sends
the message to one node of this set. All received messages in the node are permuted and
passed to other node. Finally the message exits
through the last node and gets to the receiver
party. If at least one node is “honest” and functions correctly, meaning it does not expose the
permutation, the anonymity of passed messages
is guaranteed.

1. Introduction
The anonymous message passing through computer networks is essential to many security
based communication protocols. Anonymous
channels have been the assumption of many protocols which include anonymous message passing between peers. The IP nature of today’s
networks is breaking this anonymity by adding
sender and receiver IP addresses in every packet
transmitted through the network. Knowing this,
everyone could look at the packets and get the
knowledge of who is sending the message and
to whom it is intended. Further more, the receiver always knows who sent the message and
can relate the message back to the sender.

Figure 1. Mixnet with three nodes. There are five
messages sent through the mixnet. Each node permutes
the messages and forwards them to the next node. At the
end the receiver cannot relate the messages to the
corresponding sender.

In the following sections we will present the
implementation of the two basic categories of
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mixnets – decryption and re-encryption type.
The results section presents the test results conducted for the four implementations. The tests
were conducted in order to answer the research
questions: Which mixnet implementation is
faster, does the performance depend on the number of messages, does the key length of underlying crypto system affect speed, how does the
number of nodes included in the mixnet change
the performance time, and does the threshold
value have impact on performance.
2. Related Projects
There are several research projects in the field of
practical anonymous channels. One of the most
recent active with promising results is the Onion
Routing Program governed by US Navy [10].
This program analyses the anonymous communication systems and aims to create a practical
system for internet-based anonymous activities.
The third generation of the system is the Tor
Project, available for practical public use [11].
The Tor Project is an implementation of anonymous channels for the massive use. Everyone
can install a Tor client and actively participate
in the Tor network. Every sent packet is going
through a random route in the Tor network to
the recipient. In the end, the recipient does not
have information about the sender’s IP address.
There are numerous publications and proposed
protocols for mixnets. Some of them are decryption, some are re-encryption. Several offer sort of verifiability for the mixnet’s operations. The project Verificatum [12] intends
to create practical and probably secure mixnet.
This is an ongoing project with the aim to create a complete mixnet, including distributed key
generation, proofs for verification and, most importantly, the mixnet to be practically feasible.
There are other projects based on re-encryption
mixnets like in [6].
Our research is mainly focused on the comparison of the decryption and the re-encryption
mixnets. We have implemented already known
mixnet algorithms and have tested them for
performance evaluation on several parameters:
number of messages, key length of underlying
crypto system, number of nodes and number of
threshold nodes if the mixnet supports threshold
scenario.

3. Decryption Mixnets
The first notion of mixnet is by David Chaum in
1981 [2]. These mixnets are in his name called
Chaumian, or by the type of implementation decryption mixnets. In this type of mixnets, the
nodes have a pair of private and public keys.
There is a PKI involved in the process of key
distribution and usage.
The Epkj (r, m) is the encryption protocol for the
jth node with public key pkj on message m and
random padding r. The Dskj (menc ) is the decryption protocol for the jth node with approrpiate
private key skj of encrypted message menc .
A sender that wants to send a message m in a
mixnet with five nodes would have to prepare a
message:
menc = Epk1 (r1 , Epk2 (r2 , Epk3 (r3 ,
Epk4 (r4 , Epk5 (r5 , m)))))

(1)

This is called onion encryption because one encrypts the message in layers, opposite of the
process of decryption. The message prepared
with this protocol needs to pass the designated
nodes in the correct order. The jth node will
decode the received message mencj−1 from the
(j − 1)th node:
mencj = Dskj (mencj−1 )

(2)

The final (in this case the fifth) node will decrypt the received cipher text and get the original
message m:
m = Dsk5 (menc4 )

(3)

In this algorithm there is a possibility for individual verification in a scenario where a sender
sends a message to a public bulletin board. Now
the sender can use the decryption mixnet to send
the public key as a first message. After verification that a correct message is on the bulletin board following the mixing process, the
sender can send the intended message through
the mixnet.
The biggest pitfall of the Chaumian mixnets is
the robustness of the network. The prepared
message has to be decrypted and passed on in
the correct order. If only one node is inactive in the phase of mixing, the message will
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not be successfully received by the receiver.
That is the reason why in practice the decryption mixnets are not widely accepted and used.
The re-encryption mixnets are more suitable for
internet-based networks where robustness is a
wanted property.

Figure 2. Decryption mixnet showing time depending
on number of messages using 512 bit and 1024 bit key
lengths.

The results of testing the decryption mixnet are
given in Figure 2. The figure shows that the
decryption mixnet processes one thousand messages in 96 seconds using 512 bit keys, and in
733 seconds using 1024 bit keys. The difference
is huge because the underlying crypto system is
RSA, where the encryption and decryption operations are expensive exponentiations. Therefore the length of the keys is pacing the speed
of decryption mixnet.
4. Re-encryption Mixnets
The re-encryption mixnets are networks of nodes
which also provide anonymization of passed
messages. But instead of decrypting a previously onion-encrypted message, each node reencrypts the message with fresh randomization.
Then the node permutes the received messages
and proceeds them to the next node. Therefore,
as previously noted, if only one node is honest and keeps the permutation secret, the passed
messages will be anonymous.
There are many re-encryption mixnets implementations that deploy different crypto systems.
In this paper we present the results from the
tests of three implementations of re-encryption
mixnets with the ElGamal [3] crypto system.
The three implementations are given as subsections to this section.

4.1. Threshold Re-encryption Mixnet
with Designated Dealer
This algorithm is described in details in [1]. It
uses Shamir’s threshold decryption [9] and Pedersen’s secret sharing protocol [7]. The underlying cryptosystem is ElGamal with threshold
properties using Shamir secret sharing.
In the initialization phase a designated dealer
creates an ElGamal private key. Then this key is
divided among the nodes using the polynomial

f (x) = ki=0 ai xi . Here a0 represents the ElGamal private key that we want to share across
the nodes, and the rest ai are random numbers
from the ElGamal group. The order of polynomial k is the threshold value - meaning that k
nodes need to cooperate in the decryption process to recreate the private key. Using f (x), we
distrubute the secret share to n nodes by giving
them xi = f (i), i = 1, . . . , n.
The sender prepares message as ElGamal cipher
text (u, v) using the published public key. This
message is then passed to entering node of the
mixnet which collects messages and permutes
their order. Each j-th node then re-encrypts the
message calculating:
zj = uxj

(4)

When at least s, s ≥ k nodes have re-encrypted
a message, it is possible to decrypt using:
m = s

v

li
i=0 zi

li =

s

i =1,i =i

i
i − i

(5)

(6)

Figure 3. Re-encryption mixnet with dedicated dealer
showing time depending on number of messages using
512 bit and 1024 bit key lengths.
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The results of the implementation of this algorithm gave interesting results. Figure 3 presents
the different timings when using 512 bit and
1024 bit key lengths with number of message
from 1 to 1000. As in the case decryption
mixnets, we also see big difference in timings
comparing key lengths.
Figure 4 shows the tests for the choice of the k
threshold value. The figure shows tests with 5,
10 and 15 as values for k, and the total number
of nodes n is on the x-axis in the range from
15 to 30. The results show that changing the
threshold value k doesn’t significantly change
the performance. Therefore, the choice of the
threshold value in some mixnets will not affect
the performance of the mixnet.

Figure 6. Re-encryption mixnet with dedicated dealer
showing time depending on the k-threshold values
against key lengths.

The timings for selecting different total number
of nodes n, in comparison with key lengths is
given in Figure 7. Here we see that timings
drastically differ with larger key length.

Figure 4. Re-encryption mixnet with dedicated dealer
showing time dependencies of fixed k-threshold nodes.

We observe the same results in Figure 5 in which
we change the threshold value k value on x-axis
for fixed values of total number of nodes n. Figure 6 presents the dependency of the key lengths
512 bit and 1024 bit for threshold value k value
on x-axis. The conclusion is that even with
larger key lengths, the threshold value k value
does not significantly change the performance
of the algorithm.

Figure 7. Re-encryption mixnet with Dedicated Dealer
showing time depending on k-threshold value of 5 with
512 bit and 1024 bit key lengths.

4.2. Modified Threshold Re-encryption
Mixnet with Designated Dealer
The modified algorithm is also using designated
dealer to divide the private key to the nodes of
the mixnet. The initialization is the same as with
the basic algorithm, and the sender prepares the
message as ElGamal cipher text (u, v). Every
j-th node re-encrypts the message with the following algorithm:

Figure 5. Re-encryption mixnet with dedicated dealer
showing time dependencies of total number of nodes.

uj = uj−1 grj

(7)

vj = vj−1 hrj

(8)
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Finally, when at least s, (s ≥ k) nodes have reencrypted a message, it is possible to decrypt
using:
vs
m= x
(9)
us
The test results of this mixnet are presented in
Figure 8. We see that, as in the previous cases,
there is a big difference in performance between
512 bit and 1024 bit key lengths. The test results with k threshold value and n total number
of nodes are similar to the first version of Reencryption mixnet with dedicated dealer.

li =

s

i =1,i !=i

i
i − i

(12)

The test results of the mixnet with different
number of messages passed to the mixnet with
different key lengths are presented in Figure 3.
The conclusion is that in all performance tests
with k-threshold value and n total number of
nodes, the performance is the same in all reencryption mixnets implementations.

4.3. Threshold Re-encryption Mixnet
without Designated Dealer
The third re-encryption algorithm implemented
does not require designated dealer. It uses Gennaro’s ElGamal secure distributed key generation scheme [5]. This scheme offers the opportunity for the network to create the public ElGamal key, where the private part is not known
until decryption time.
In the initialization phase every j-th node cre
ates a polynomial f j (x) = ki=0 aji xi . The value
zj = f j (0) is the secret shared part in the key
generation process. Then every i-th node calculates sij = f i (j) and sends them to every other
j-th node. Let S be the subset of at least k nodes
that correctly and successfully contributed in
the key generation process. At the end of initializationphase, the private key of every node
s
is xi =
j=0 sji and the public key of every
node is yi = gzi . The public ElGamal key of the
mixnet is:
s

Y=
yi
(10)

Figure 8. Modified re-encryption mixnet with dedicated
dealer, presenting the dependence of time on the number
of messages using 512 bit and 1024 bit key lengths.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

i=0

The sender prepares the message as standard ElGamal cipher text (u, v) using the public key Y
of the mixnet. The prepared cipher text is then
sent to the mixnet.
Every node in the re-encryption process calculates ai = uxi . After at least s, s ≥ k nodes
calculated the re-encryption, the cipher text can
be decrypted by calculating:
m = s

v
l

j
j=0 aj

(11)

Figure 9. Showing comparison of mixnets with 512 bit
and 1024 bit key lenghts.

The comparison of all the implemented algorithms for mixnets is given in Figure 9. The
results obviously lead to conclusion that the decryption mixnets are very slow in both cases.
The re-encryption algorithms are faster and in
different implementations the performances are
very very close, no regard if it is a dedicated
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dealer or non-dedicated dealer. The modified algorithm will not significantly change performance of the running mixnet. The nondedicated dealer algorithm is slightly slower
than the other re-encryption algorithms, but the
lack of dedicated dealer is a very wanted performance trade-off property in many scenarios.
These scenarios cover key generation in environment where one does not trust any of the
other involved parties concerning the private
key.
This paper presents the practical implementation results of the proposed mixnet algorithms.
Selecting a right type of mixnet will depend
on several factors; in this paper we underline
the performance when selecting appropriate values for the parameters such as: crypto system
key length, total number of nodes and threshold value, and helps with the strategic choice
between popular mixnet algorithms.
There are several open question regarding mixnets implementations. In the future work we
will focus on the features of the mixnets with
elliptic curves, on the possibility of the elliptic
curves to improve the performance of mixnets
[4]. We will investigate the approaches to clue
the open doors for the various attacks on mixnets
[8]. The results of the research will determine
the choice of mixnet type that will be used.
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